
Question Bank
Part-A

UNIT I- THE 8086 MICROPROCESSOR
1. What is microprocessor?
A microprocessor is a multipurpose, programmable, clock-driven, register-based electronic 
device that reads binary information from a storage device called memory, accepts binary data as 
input and processes data according to those instructions, and provides result as output.

2. What is Accumulator?
The Accumulator is an 8-bit register that is part of the arithmetic/logic unit (ALU). This register 
is used to store 8-bit data and to perform arithmetic and logical operations. The result of an 
operation is stored in the accumulator. The accumulator is also identified as register A.

3. What is stack?
The stack is a group of memory locations in the R/W memory that is used for temporary storage 
of binary information during the execution of a program.

4. What is a subroutine program?
A subroutine is a group of instructions written separately from the main program to perform a 
function that occurs repeatedly in the main program. Thus subroutines avoid the repetition of 
same set of instructions in the main program.

5. Define addressing mode.
Addressing mode is used to specify the way in which the address of the operand is specified 
within the instruction.

6. Define instruction cycle.
It is defined as the time required to complete the execution of an instruction.

7 . Write a program to add a data byte located at offset 0500H in 2000H segment to another data 
byte available at 0600H in the same segment and store the result at 0700H in the same segment.
MOV AX, 2000H; initialize DS with value
MOVDS, AX; 2000H
MOV AX, [500H]; Get first data byte from 0500H offset
ADD AX, [600H]; Add this to the second byte from 0600H
MOV [700H],AX; store AX in 0700H
HLT; Stop.

8. What are the different types of addressing modes of 8086 instruction set?
The different addressing modes are:
i. Immediate
ii. Direct
iii. Register
iv. Register indirect
v. Indexed
vi. Register relative
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vii. Based indexed
viii. Relative based indexed

9. What are the different types of instructions in 8086 microprocessor?
The different types of instructions in 8086 microprocessor are:
i. Data copy / transfer instructions
ii. Arithmetic and logical instructions
iii. Branch instructions
iv. Loop instruction
v. Machine control instruction
vi. Flag manipulation instruction
vii. Shift and rotate instruction
viii. String instruction

10. What is assembly level programming?
A program called assembler is used to convert the mnemonics of instruction and data into their 
equivalent object code modules. The object code modules are further converted into executable 
code using linker and loader programs. This type of programming is called assembly level 
programming.

11. What is a stack?
Stack is a top-down data structure, whose elements are accessed using a pointer that is 
implemented using the SS and SP registers. It is a LIFO data segment.

12. How is the stack top address calculated?
The stack top address is calculated using the contents of the SS and SP register. The contents of 
stack segment (SS) register is shifted left by four bit positions (multiplied by (0h)) and the 
resulted 20-bit content is added with the 16-bit offset value of the stack pointer (SP) register.

13. What are macros?
Macros are small routines that are used to replace strings in the program. They can have 
parameters passed to them, which enhances the functionality of the micro itself.

14.How are constants declared?
Constants are declared in the same way as variables, using the format:
Const – Label EQU 012h
When the constants label is encountered, the constant numeric value is exchanged for the string.

15. Write an assembly language program for a 16-bit increment and will not affect the contents 
of the accumulator.
MACRO inc16 variable; Increment two bytes starting at “variable”
Local INC16 End
INC variable; Increment the low 8 bits
PUSH ACC
MOV A variable; Are the incremented low 8 bits = 0?
JNZ INC 16 End
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INC variable + 1
Inc16 End; Yes – increment the upper 8 bits
POP ACC
END MAC

16. What will happen if a label within a macro is not declared local?
If a label within a macro is not declared local, then at assembly time, there will be two types of 
errors:
I. The first will state that there are multiple labels in the source.
II. The second will indicate that jump instructions don’t know which one to use.

17. Write an assembly language program to load the accumulator with a constant value.
MACRO invert value
if (value==0)
MOV A, #1
else
clr A
end if
END MAC.

18. What is the difference between the microprocessor and microcontroller?
Microprocessor does not contain RAM, ROM and I/O ports on the chip. But a microcontroller 
contains RAM, ROM and I/O ports and a timer all on a single chip.

19. What is assembler?
The assembler translates the assembly language program text which is given as input to the 
assembler to their binary equivalents known as object code. The time required to translate the 
assembly code to object code is called access time. The assembler checks for syntax errors & 
displays them before giving the object code.

20. What is loader?
The loader copies the program into the computer’s main memory at load time and begins
the program execution at execution time.

21. What is linker?
A linker is a program used to join together several object files into one large object file. For large 
programs it is more efficient to divide the large program modules into smaller modules. Each 
module is individually written, tested & debugged. When all the modules work they are linked 
together to form a large functioning program.

22 .Explain ALIGN & ASSUME.
The ALIGN directive forces the assembler to align the next segment at an address divisible by 
specified divisor. The format is ALIGN number where number can be 2, 4, 8 or 16. 
Example ALIGN 8.
The ASSUME directive assigns a logical segment to a physical segment at any given time. It 
tells the assembler what address will be in the segment registers at execution time. 
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Example  ASSUME CS: code, DS: data, SS: stack

23. Explain PTR & GROUP
A program may contain several segments of the same type. The GROUP directive collects them 
under a single name so they can reside in a single segment, usually a data segment. The format is 
Name GROUP Seg-name,…..Seg-name
PTR is used to assign a specific type to a variable or a label. It is also used to override the 
declared type of a variable.

24. Explain about MODEL
This directive provides short cuts in defining segments. It initializes memory model before 
defining any segment. The memory model can be SMALL, MEDIUM, COMPACT or LARGE.

Model Code segments Data segments
Small One One
Medium Multiple One
Compact One Multiple
Large Multiple Multiple

25 Explain PROC & ENDP
PROC directive defines the procedures in the program. The procedure name must be unique. 
After PROC the term NEAR or FAR are used to specify the type of procedure. 
Example FACT PROC FAR. 
ENDP is used along with PROC and defines the end of the procedure.

26. Explain SEGMENT & ENDS
An assembly program in .EXE format consists of one or more segments. The starts of these 
segments are defined by SEGMENT and the end of the segment is indicated by ENDS directive. 
Format Name SEGMENT
Name ENDS

27. Explain TITLE & TYPE
The TITLE directive helps to control the format of a listing of an assembled program. It causes a 
title for the program to print on line 2 of each page of the program listing. Maximum 60 
characters are allowed. 
Format TITLE text.
 TYPE operator tells the assembler to determine the type of specified variable in bytes. For bytes 
the assembler gives a value 1, for word 2 & double word 4.

28 Define SOP
The segment override prefix allows the programmer to deviate from the default segment
Eg : MOV CS: [BX] , AL

29 Define variable.
A variable is an identifier that is associated with the first byte of data item. In assembly language 
statement: COUNT DB 20H, COUNT is the variable.
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30. What are procedures?
Procedures are a group of instructions stored as a separate program in memory and it is called 
from the main program whenever required. The type of procedure depends on where the 
procedures are stored in memory. If it is in the same code segment as that of the main program 
then it is a near procedure otherwise it is a far procedure.

31. Explain the linking process.
A linker is a program used to join together several object files into one large object file. The 
linker produces a link file which contains the binary codes for all the combined modules. It also 
produces a link map which contains the address information about the link files. The linker does 
not assign Absolute addresses but only relative address starting from zero, so the programs are
relocatable & can be put anywhere in memory to be run.

32, Define variable
A variable is an identifier that is associated with the first byte of data item. In assembly language 
statement: COUNT DB 20H, COUNT is the variable.

33. What are procedures?
Procedures are a group of instructions stored as a separate program in memory and it is called 
from the main program whenever required. The type of procedure depends on where the 
procedures are stored in memory. If it is in the same code segment as that of the main program 
then it is a near procedure otherwise it is a far procedure.

34. Explain the linking process.
A linker is a program used to join together several object files into one large object file. The 
linker produces a link file which contains the binary codes for all the combined modules. It also 
produces a link map which contains the address information about the link files. The linker does 
not assign absolute addresses but only relative address starting from zero, so the programs are 
relocatable & can be put anywhere in memory to be run.

.35. Compare Procedure & Macro.

36. What is the maximum memory size that can be addressed by 8086?
In 8086, an memory location is addressed by 20 bit address and the address bus is 20 bit address 
and the address bus is 20 bits. So it can address up to one mega byte (2^20) of memory space.
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1. What are the two functional parts of 8086 microprocessors?
1.Bus Interface Unit , 2.Execution Unit
2. Give the register classification of 8086.
1.General purpose register
2.Special purpose register
3. Give the different segment register.
1. Code segment register (CS)
2. Data segment register (DS)
3. Extra segment register(ES)
4. Stack segment register(SS)
4. How is the physical address calculated?
The segment register is shifted left bit wise four times and offset address is added to this to 
produce a 20 bit physical address.
5. What is meant by memory segmentation?
Memory segmentation is the process of completely dividing the physically available memory 
into a number of logical segments. Each segment
is 64 Kbytes in size and is addressed by one of the segment register.
6. What is pipelining?
Fetching the next instructions while the current instruction executes is called pipelining.
7. What is a flag?
A flag is a flipflop ,which indicates some condition produced by the execution of an instruction 
or controls certain operations of the EU.
8. What is NMI (nonmaskable interrupt)?
NMI is an edge triggered input, which causes a type 2 interrupt. It is not maskable internally by 
software and transition from low to high
initiates the interrupt response at the end of the current instruction.
9. What are macros ?
Macros are small routines that are used to replace strings in a Program.
10. What is linker?
Linker is a program to join together several object files into one large file. The linker produces a 
link file which contains the binary code for
all the combined modules.
11. Write the instruction classification of 8086.
1. Data Transfer instructions
2. Arithmetic instructions.
3. Bit Manipulation instructions.
4. String instructions.
5. Program Execution Transfer instructions.
6. Processor Control instructions.
12. Write the two modes of operation of 8086.
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1.Maximum Mode
2. Minimum Mode
13. Draw the format of 8086 flag register.
U   U   U   U   OF   DF   IF   TF   SF   ZF   U   AF   U   PF   U   CF
U-Undefined
CF-Carry flag
PF-Parity flag
AF-Auxiliary Carry flag
ZF-Zero flag
SF-Sign flag
TF-Single step Trap flag
DF-Direction flag
IF-Interrupt enable flag
OF-Overflow flag
14. What are three machine control flag?
1.Trapflag , 2.Interrupt flag , 3.Direction flag
15. What is meant by pseudo-operations or assembler directives?
There are some instructions in the assembly language program which are not apart of processor 
instruction set. These instructions are
instructions to the assembler ,linker, and loader. These are referred as pseudo-operations or 
assembler directives.
16. Compare procedure and macro.
17. What is the use of EU of8086?
Execution unit of 8086 obtains instructions from the queue, decodes and executes it. The queue 
acts as a first in first out queue for the EU.
18. What is the use of BIU of8086?
Bus interface unit of8086 performs all bus operations and stores the instructions in an internal 
RAM called instruction string queue .BIU fetches
6 instruction bytes from memory to queue.
19. What is meant by instruction queue?
To speed up program execution ,the BIU fetches six instruction bytes ahead of time from the 
memory. These prefetched instruction bytes are
held for the execution unit in a group of registers called Queue.
20. Write the advantages of memory segmentations.
1. It allows the memory addressing capacity to be 1Mbyte even though the address associated 
with individual instructions is only16 bit.
2. It allows instruction code, data, stack, and portion of program to be more than 64KB long by 
using more than one code, data ,stack segment
and extra segment.
3. It facilitates use of separate memory areas for program, data and stack.
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21. Why 8086 is called as 16 bit microprocessor?
The 8086 has 16 bit data bus .So it can read &write data to memory and ports either 16 bit or 8 
bits at a time .So it is called 16bit
microprocessor.
22. What is the clock rate of 8086?
5 MHZ for 8086
8 MHZ for 8086-2
10 MHZ for 8086-1
23.What is meant by base address or segment base?
The starting address of the segment is called base address or segment base.
24. What is the use of source index(SI)?
Source index(SI) can be used to hold the offset of a data word in the data segment.
25. What is the use of destination index(DI)?
String instructions always use ES and DI to determine the 20 bit physical address for the 
destination.
26.Write the addressing modes of 8086.
1. addressing modes for accessing immediate &register data.
2. addressing modes for accessing data in memory.
3. addressing modes for accessing I/O ports.
4.Relative . addressing mode.
5.Implied . addressing mode.
27. What is meant by effective address?
When the EU needs to access a memory location ,it sends an offset value to the BIU. This offset 
is called effective address.
28. Write some data transfer instructions in 8086.
1.MOV
2.PUSH
3.POP
4.XCHG
5.XLAT
29.What is meant by assemble time?
Time required to translate assembly code to object code is called assemble time.
30. What is meant procedure?
Machine code for instructions is put only once in memory. Accessed by CALL and RET 
instruction.
31. What is the size of 8086 instructions?
The size of 8086 instruction is one to six bytes. The first byte consists of opcode and special bit 
indicators. The second byte will specify the
addressing mode of the operands. The subsequent bytes will specify immediate data or address.
32. What is register addressing? Give example.
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In register addressing the instruction will specify the name of the register which holds the data to 
be operated by the instruction.
Example : MOV CX,DX – the content of DX register is moved to CX register.
33. What is immediate addressing? Give example.
In immediate addressing mode an 8-bit or 16-bit data is specified as part of the instruction.
Example : MOV BX, 0CA5H- The 16 bit data given in the instruction is moved to BX register.
34. Explain string addressing in 8086.
In 8086 the string addressing is used by string instructions to address the source and destination 
operand/data. In this mode the SI register is
used to hold the effective address of source data and DI register is used to hold the effective 
address of destination. The memory address of
source is obtained by applying the content of DS register by 1610 and adding to effective 
address. The memory address of destination is
obtained by multiplying the content of ES register 1610 and adding to effective address. After 
execution of string instruction the content of SI
and DI are incremented or decremented depending on direction flag.
35. How I/O ports are addressed in 8086?
The I/O ports in 8086 based system can be addressed either by direct addressing or by indirect 
addressing. In direct addressing an 8-bit port
address is directly specified in the instruction .In in direct addressing a 16-bit port address is 
stored in DX register and the name of the
register(DX) is specified in the instruction.
36. What is implied addressing?
In implied addressing mode, the instruction itself will specify the data to be operated by the 
instruction.
37. What are the operations performed by the data transfer instructions?
i) Copy the content of a register to another register.
ii) Copy the content of a register/segment register to memory or vice versa.
iii) Copy the content of accumulator to port or vice-versa.
iv) Exchange the content of two registers or register and memory.
v) Load an immediate operand to register/memory.
vi) Load effective address in segment registers.
38. What are operations performed by arithmetic instructions?
i) Addition or subtraction of binary , BCD or ASCII data.
ii) Multiplication or division of signed or unsigned binary data.
iii) Increment or decrement or comparison of binary data.
39. What are the operations performed by logical instructions?
The operations performed by logical instructions are AND, OR, Exclusive-OR, complement, 
arithmetic shift and logical shift.
40. What are the operations performed by string instructions?
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i) Copy a byte/word of s string data from data segment to extra segment.
ii) Compare the content of two memory locations or accumulator and a memory locations.
iii) Load a byte/word of a string data from memory to accumulator or vice-versa.
41. What is the similarity and difference between subtract and compare instructions?
Similarity : Both the subtraction and comparison are performed by subtracting two data in ALU 
and flags are altered depending upon the result.
Difference : After subtract operation, the result is stored in destination register/ memory, but 
after compare operation the result is discarded.
42. How the low byte flag register can be modified in 8086?
The low byte of flag register can be modified by moving an 8-bit data to AH register and then 
moving the content of AH to low byte flag
register using SAHF instruction.
43. How the 16-bit flag register can be modified?
i) First move a 16-bit data to a 16-bit register.
ii) Second save the content of register in stack using PUSH instruction.
iii) Finally move the top of stack to flag register using POPF instruction.
44. What will be the status of flags after division and multiplication operations?
The division and multiplication operation will modify all the six arithmetic 
flags(CF,AF,PF,ZF,SF and OF flags) but all these flags will be in
undefined state after the division and multiplication operations.
45. What is the difference between compare and test operations in 8086?
In compare operation the content of register or memory is subtracted from the content of another 
register and the result is used to modify the
flags.In test operation the content of register or memory is bit by bit ANDed with the content 
another register and the result is used to modify
the flags.
46. Why is a capacitor connected between reset pin and vcc?
For higest speeds and for all speeds in some devices, connecting a 0.1f capacitor between reset 
and vcc is required to delay the power up
sequence long enough for the built in oscillator to stabilize.
47. Give an application for asynchronous serial communication.
An application for asynchronous serial communication is RS-232.
48. Write an ALP to load the accumulator with a constant value.
MACRD invert value
if (value ==0)
MOv A1 # 1
else
elr a
endif
END MAC
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49. Give few applications of 16 bit Microcontrollers.
They are used in the field of,
1. Closed loop control
2. Modems
3. Printers
4. Disk driver
5. Medical instrumentation
50. How is the 8051 serial port different from other microcontroller?
The 8051 serial port is a very complex peripheral and able to send data synchronously and 
asynchronously in a variety of different transmission
modes.
51. What is encapsulation?
It is a method used to protect the chip and the inter connect technology used to connect the chip 
electrically to the printed circuit used. It has a
significant impact on the final application’s cost, size and quality.
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PART-B 
UNIT-I 
1. (i)Explain the internal hardware architecture of 8086 microprocessor with neat diagram? 
(ii) Write short note about assembler directives? 
2. Explain the various addressing modes of 8086 microprocessor with examples? 
3. (i) Explain Data transfer, arithmetic and branch instructions? 
(ii)Write an 8086 ALP to find the sum of numbers in the array of 10 elements? 
4. Explain modular programming in detail? 
5. Write a note about stack, procedures and macros? 
6. Define interrupt and their two classes? Write in detail about interrupt service routine? 
7. Explain byte and string manipulation with examples? 
8. Write in detail about instruction formats and instruction execution timing? 
9. Write an ALP to find the largest number and smallest number in the array? 
10.Write a short note about 
(i)Loop, NOP and HLT instructions 
(ii) Flag manipulation, logical and shift& rotate instructions? 
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